
Advertising discourages people from being different individuals by making us all want to do the same 
and look the same. To what extent do you agree or disagree? 

 

People have different view about whether or not advertisement industry leads people to be seen 
similar. While I accepted that today some people follow the same appearance and also 
personalities, I believe that advertising provides an environment to make differences.  

The major reason why I believe that people are prevented to be different as others is that 
advertising messages which are presented in on the internet, TV, newspapers and social networks 
encourage individuals to purchase the last updated version of a particularlatest products goods. 
For example, iPhone Companyevery year Apple introduces a new model of its mobile phone 
using advertisement festivals annually and we see the great number of people staying some hours 
behind the apple stores’ door for purchasing that model. As a result, people tend to buy the latest 
version of equipment in their life which would be led to similar way of living. Moreover, famous 
and well-known actors or athletes are usually exploited in the advertisement in order to initiate 
encourage people to buy a specific goods. So we would conclude that advertising may cause us 
to live like as influencers. 

HoweverOn the other hand, advertisement industry would causes people to be different as from 
others each other. Most of people believe that advertisements provides customers a wide variety 
of options for selection. Thanks to trade globalization, we see that today a wide range of 
companies in the globe world manufacture a specific goods with different applications, qualities 
and prices. So advertisements would be beneficial for introducing these equipment and brands in 
the world and also provide opportunities for individuals to compare them together for optimum 
decision-making. For instance, fashion industry is one the largest businesses in the world, 
advertise different models based on different favorsinterests, cultures and even affordspurchasing 
power. 

In conclusion, advertisements may partly encourage the same life-style among people partly, 
however as it introduces a wade ranges of selecting choices opportunities, it would possibly 
make us to choose different selections and also looks different.  

 

 

 Word count 311/ more than limit. 
 You took an almost balances approach to this question. I mean you more disagreed with 

the statement in the prompt. In your first paragraph you mentioned the reason why people 
look and behave in the same way but your reason is weak in supporting this aim. 

 Weak reasoning and paragraph development 

Commented [1مدبری]: Better option: The effects of 
advertisements on people’s behavior 
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behave and appear much different. 
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major reason which not natural in meaning/English 

Commented [4مدبری]: This reason does not seem to be a 
logical reason in response to the question why ads make people 
look alike or behave in the same way. 

Commented [5مدبری]: This example is a weak example and its 
explanation is somehow incoherent. 

Commented [6مدبری]: This reason also talks about the way 
ads encourage consumerism not how they make us look similar and 
behave the same 

Commented [7مدبری]: What does this word mean here??? 

Commented [8مدبری]: Try to bring those reasons which relate 
to the paragraph. Here you should bring the reason which justifies 
being more different, not justifying the idea of having more options 

Commented [9مدبری]: This verb needs to have its own subject 


